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Lanthanide-doped upconversion nanoparticles (UCNPs) have attracted widespread interests in
bioapplications due to their unique optical properties by converting near infrared excitation to visible
emission. However, relatively low quantum yield prompts a need for developing methods for fluorescence
enhancement. Plasmon nanostructures are known to efficiently enhance fluorescence of the surrounding
fluorophores by acting as nanoantennae to focus electric field into nano-volume. Here, we reported a novel
plasmon-enhanced fluorescence system in which the distance between UCNPs and nanoantennae (gold
nanorods, AuNRs) was precisely tuned by using layer-by-layer assembled polyelectrolyte multilayers as
spacers. By modulating the aspect ratio of AuNRs, localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) wavelength
at 980 nm was obtained, matching the native excitation of UCNPs resulting in maximum enhancement of
22.6-fold with 8 nm spacer thickness. These findings provide a unique platform for exploring hybrid
nanostructures composed of UCNPs and plasmonic nanostructures in bioimaging applications.

F
luorescence imaging by using nanoparticles as probes is a powerful non-invasive modality with high
sensitivity and amenability to targeting for bioimaging and biolabeling1–4. As next generation fluorescence
probe candidates, UCNPs emitting visible light when excited by near-infrared light have been extensively

investigated5–7. Compared with organic fluorophores and quantum dots, UCNPs exhibit unique optical and
physical properties, such as significantly reduced background autofluorescence, photobleaching, DNA photo-
damage to biological specimens and phototoxicity8–10. However, the quantum yield of UCNPs is relatively low
(,1%) due to the small absorption cross-sections (the ability to absorb a photon of a specific wavelength and
polarization)11,12. In addition, compared with their bulk counterparts, the dopant ion concentration on the surface
of UCNPs is relatively high and is expected to be quenched by surface quenchers13. The above-mentioned reasons
will result in reduced fluorescence intensity of UCNPs, limiting their application in fluorescence imaging espe-
cially in deep tissue imaging. Therefore, enhancing fluorescence intensity of UCNPs is significantly critical and
necessary.

Recently, various methods have been explored to enhance the fluorescence intensity of UCNPs, such as tuning
the types and concentrations of lanthanide-doped ions14,15, modulating the morphology of nanoparticles16,
increasing the diameter of nanoparticles17, coating the inert shell onto the surface of UCNPs18–20 and using
plasmon nanoantenna architecture21–26. Among these methods, plasmon-enhanced fluorescence strategy has
attracted considerable attention. The mechanism of plasmon enhancement can be mainly attributed to the
increased excitation rate due to a local field enhancement effect and the increased emission rate by surface
plasmon coupled emission, which can enhance both the quantum yield and fluorescence intensity16,27.
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The LSPR coupled fluorescence enhancement is a complex process
affected by a variety of parameters including sizes and morphologies
of the metal and fluorescent nanoparticles, particle concentration,
interparticle distance and spectra relationship of the fluorescence
materials and metal nanoparticles28–30. Among these parameters,
distance and spectra characteristics (i.e., absorption and emission
of the fluorescence materials and LSPR wavelength of the plasmon
nanostructures) play important roles in enhancing fluorescence
intensity. Previous studies on the effect of distance between
UCNPs and plasmon nanostructure on fluorescence enhancement
were performed either by using SiO2

31, TiO2
32 and Al2O3

33 as spacers
or using the tip from atomic force microscopy (AFM) for distance
modulation24. However, it is difficult to precisely modulate the dis-
tance with high resolution by using SiO2, TiO2 and Al2O3 as spacers.
As for AFM modulation, the complex operating process and expens-
ive equipment are needed which prohibited its widespread applica-
tions. The spectra dependence of plasmon enhancement for UCNPs
was studied by using gold nanohole arrays34 or Ag nano-film with
ultra-broad plasmon resonance band as plasmon nanoantenna35.
These methods either involve sophisticated fabrication process or
are difficult to systematically tune LSPR wavelength absorption of
metal nanostructure. In addition, enhancement factors reported in
the literature are highly inconsistent and the mechanism underlying
plasmon enhancement is still not clear. Therefore, there is an urgent
need to establish a simple and effective method to study the influence
of the distance and spectra properties on fluorescence enhancement
in a reliable and precise manner.

In this article, we developed a novel plasmon-enhanced fluor-
escence system comprised of UCNPs and AuNRs using a simple
and reproducible immersion-based method by layer-by-layer self-
assembly process. Polyelectrolyte multilayers were used as spacers to
precisely control the distance between UCNPs and AuNRs with a
spatial resolution of nm-precision. AuNRs were chosen as plasmon
nanoantennae considering the facile tunability of their longitudinal
LSPR wavelength by changing the aspect ratio of nanostructures. We
experimentally and theoretically demonstrated a significant depend-

ence of upconversion fluorescence enhancement on the distance
between UCNPs and AuNRs. Furthermore, we used AuNRs with
three different LSPR wavelengths to investigate the influence of the
spectra properties of the nanostructures on the upconversion fluor-
escence intensity. It was observed that the plasmon-enhanced fluor-
escence had a strong spectra dependence, with a significant
enhancement when the LSPR wavelength of the AuNRs almost over-
lapped with the native excitation of UCNPs (980 nm). This work
represents a systematic investigation of plasmon-enhanced upcon-
version luminescence and lays the groundwork for a novel class of
hybrid nanoprobes for bioimaging and detection applications.

Results
Synthesis strategy of a novel UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-enhanced
fluorescence system. To obtain ultrabright fluorescence bullets for
bioimaging and biolabeling, a novel UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-
enhanced fluorescence system was conveniently fabricated without
need for any expensive equipment or complicated procedures
(Fig. 1a). In this paper, polyelectrolyte multilayers composed of
positively charged poly allylamine hydrochloride (PAH) and
negatively charged sodium polystyrene sulfonate (PSS) were used as
spacers by the immersion-based layer-by-layer self-assembly procedure
based on electrostatic interactions. The assembly method provides
accurate control over the thickness of dielectric spacer on the
nanometer scale. Plasmon-enhanced fluorescence was investigated by
changing the thickness of polyelectrolyte layers to precisely modulating
the distance between UCNPs and AuNRs as plasmon nanostructures
(Fig. 1b). And for the extraordinary AuNRs/Polyelectrolytes/UCNPs
trilayer structures, spectra-dependence behavior of plasmon-enhanced
fluorescence was achieved by using AuNRs with different aspect ratios
of 7.6, 6.3 and 4.5 (named AuNRs-980, AuNRs-915 and AuNRs-735,
Supplementary Table S1) (Fig. 1c).

Preparation and characterization of nanoparticles. The NaYF4:Yb,Er
nanoparticles were synthesized via a thermal decomposition procedure
in an oleic acid and oleylamine system. Representative transmission

Figure 1 | Synthesis strategy and mechanism study of UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-enhanced fluorescence system. (a) Fabrication process of a novel

UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-enhanced fluorescence system. (b) Distance dependent and (c) Spectra dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence of

UCNPs. Distance-dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence was investigated by fine-tuning the spacer thickness via layer-by-layer self-assembly of

polyelectrolyte multilayers. Spectra-dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence was achieved by using different aspect ratios of AuNRs.
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electron microscopy (TEM) micrograph of the as-synthesized
NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles is shown in Fig. 2a. The UCNPs are
hexagonal in shape and nearly monodispersed in size (average size
38.7 nm, standard deviation 1.9 nm, Supplementary Fig. S1). The
high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image
of UCNPs shows the adjacent lattice fringes distance of 0.515 nm,
which can be assigned to the (100) crystal plane of the hexagonal-
phased NaYF4

36 (the inset graph of Fig. 2a). The diffraction pattern
of NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles in Fig. 2b shows three bright rings
corresponding to the interplanar spacing (d-values) of hexagonal
phase. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of UCNPs provide
further evidence for the formation of pure hexagonal phase NaYF4

(JCPDS files No.16-0334), Fig. 2c. The as-prepared NaYF4:Yb,Er
nanoparticles are hydrophobic due to the capped oleic acid from the
organic solvent as ligand on their surface.

To make the as-prepared nanoparticles water-soluble, a uniform
polyacrylic acid (PAA) layer was coated on their surface. We
observed no significant change in the UCNPs morphology after the
surface modification with PAA coating (Supplementary Fig. S2). The
capping functional groups on the surface of UCNPs with PAA
coating were confirmed by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy
(FT-IR), Fig. 2d. UCNPs-PAA exhibits a broad band at around
3336 cm21, which is conformed with the O-H stretching vibration.
The bands at 2917 and 2849 cm21 in the FT-IR spectrum can be
separately assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric stretching
vibrations of the -CH2 in the alkyl chain. The strong transmission
band at 1731 cm21 indicates the existence of the -COOH on the
surface of UCNPs-PAA37. These results confirmed the coating of
PAA on the surface of UCNPs. Upconversion fluorescence photos
(left) and bright-field (right) of UCNPs dissolved in cyclohexane and
UCNPs-PAA dissolved in water (the concentration of UCNPs and

UCNPs-PAA is 15 mg?mL21) are shown in Fig. 2e, f. Both UCNPs
and UCNPs-PAA show strong green emission when excited by
980 nm laser (Fig. 2e, f, left). The as-prepared NaYF4:Yb,Er nanopar-
ticles are soluble in cyclohexane (Fig. 2e, right). After PAA coating,
the nanoparticles become water-soluble with good chemical stability
(Fig. 2f, right), which is very important for the following experiment.
After PAA modification, the surface charge of UCNPs is altered with
zeta potential varying from -28 to -46 mV (Fig. 2g), confirming that
the -COOH groups have been successfully grafted onto UCNPs. The
existence of -COOH groups on their surfaces results in high water
solubility and improves zeta potential. Meanwhile, AuNRs-980,
AuNRs-915 and AuNRs-735 with different aspect ratios are posi-
tively-charged with zeta potential of 148.1 mV, 149.7 mV and
130.8 mV, as seen in Fig. 2g. The strong charge of AuNRs provides
an effective way of electrostatic interactions for the following layer-
by-layer (LbL) self-assembly process.

Distance-dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence analysis
of upconversion nanoparticles. To measure the thickness of
polyelectrolyte multilayers, AFM was performed at the edge of an
intentional scratch (scratch test) (Fig. 3a, b). The AFM height profile
shows that thickness is about 8 nm after deposition of four bilayers of
polyelectrolyte (Fig. 3b), indicating a thickness of ,2 nm for each
bilayer, which is in agreement with our previous reports38. The
uniform distribution of AuNRs and UCNPs on silicon slides is
confirmed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (Fig. 3c,
d). The average area density of AuNRs and UCNPs is 74 mm22 and
217 mm22, respectively.

To study the influence of distance on fluorescence intensity, we
used AuNRs-980 as plasmonic nanostructures due to the overlap-
ping of its LSPR absorption band with the excitation wavelength of

Figure 2 | Characterization of nanoparticles. (a) Representative TEM image of UCNPs, the inset showing HRTEM of UCNPs; (b) Diffraction pattern of

UCNPs and (c) XRD pattern of UCNPs, indicating the formation of pure hexagonal phase NaYF4; (d) FT-IR spectrum of UCNPs-PAA showing the

existence of -COOH group; Upconversion fluorescence photos (left) and bright-field (right) of: (e) UCNPs dissolved in cyclohexane and (f) UCNPs-PAA

dissolved in water (the concentration of UCNPs and UCNPs-PAA is 15 mg?mL21); (g) Zeta potential of UCNPs, UCNPs-PAA and AuNRs with different

aspect ratios.
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Figure 3 | Distance-dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence analysis of UCNPs. (a) AFM image of a scratched AuNRs-980 film on silicon substrate,

showing the thickness of four polyelectrolyte bilayers; (b) Change in height along the probing path labelled with blue line in (a); SEM image of:

(c) AuNRs on silicon substrate coated by PSS layer; (d) UCNPs on silicon substrate coated by one polyelectrolyte bilayers, indicating the uniform

distribution and optimal density of AuNRs and UCNPs on silicon slides; (e) Fluorescence spectra of UCNPs separated from the surface of AuNRs by

different thicknesses of polyelectrolyte layers (the inset showing the partial enlarged view); (f) Correlation of the distance from the AuNRs surface to the

fluorescence intensity (red line) at 540 nm from (e) and electric field intensity (black line).
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UCNPs (980 nm). Fluorescent spectra were collected under the
excitation of a 980 nm continuous-wave laser (laser power of
250 mW). Distance-dependent plasmon-enhanced upconversion
fluorescence was obtained by separating UCNPs at different dis-
tances from the AuNRs-980 using 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18
polyelectrolyte multilayers. The corresponding upconversion lumin-
escence spectra for NaYF4:Yb,Er nanoparticles with different dis-
tances are shown in Fig. 3e (the inset showing the partial enlarged
view). There are two main characteristic emission bands including a
strong green emission peaking at 540 nm corresponding to
2H11/2/4S3/2-4I15/2 and the other weak red emission peaking at
650 nm corresponding to4F9/2-4I15/2. Energy level diagram illustrates
the mechanism of NaYF4:Yb,Er upconversion luminescence with the
980 nm laser excitation (seen in Supplementary Fig. S3)21. The fluor-
escence intensity at 540 nm as a function of thickness of polyelec-
trolyte spacers was plotted on Fig. 3f. As the thickness of spacers
increases, plasmon-induced luminescence enhancement of UCNPs
is observed. The fluorescence intensity reaches a maximum at the
layer thickness of 8 nm, after which the fluorescence intensity
decreases gradually back to that of the UCNPs without plasmon
enhancement.

Here, we define the enhancement factor as I/I0, where I and I0 are
the fluorescence intensities of UCNPs with and without plasmon
enhancement. A maximum enhancement factor of about 22.6 is
achieved at 540 nm emission peak with a spacer thickness of
8 nm. The results suggest that optimal distance between UCNPs
and plasmon nanostructures was critical to obtain maximum fluor-
escence intensity. To further understand the relationship between
the spacer thickness and the plasmon-enhanced luminescence
intensity, we performed a finite difference time-domain (FDTD)
simulation. The simulation provides the electric field intensity near
the surface of single AuNRs in air. The simulated electric field intens-
ity decreases exponentially with increasing distance, corresponding
to the decay in upconversion fluorescence intensity for spacer thick-
ness of over 8 nm (Fig. 3f).

Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) that arises due to
collective oscillation of electrons of the noble metal nanoparticles
can have either enhancement or quenching effects depending on
the distance of UCNPs separated from the metal surface and the
relative position of the LSPR wavelength from the excitation or emis-
sion wavelength of UCNPs39. That is to say, quantum efficiencies and
luminescence intensity of UCNPs can be enhanced or quenched by
their surrounding metal nanoparticles40. Plasmon enhancement of
the upconversion luminescence could be attributed to three compet-
ing effects25,31,41,42: (1) an increased excitation rate induced by local
field enhancement (LFE) causing enhanced excitation efficiency
resulting in fluorescence enhancement; (2) an increased radiative
decay rate by surface plasmon-coupled emission (SPCE) from coup-
ling of the upconversion emission with the AuNRs LSPR wavelength,
resulting in fluorescence enhancement; (3) the non-radiative energy
transfer (NRET) from the UCNPs to the AuNRs resulting in fluor-
escence quenching. NRET process dominates at the surface and
drops off with inverse fourth power of localized electric field41.
While LFE effect drops off exponentially from the surface41. There
is an equilibrium between NRET and LFE effects that affects the
plasmon enhancement extent. The effect (1) takes its power by
increasing the excitation rate in the vicinity of UCNPs which is
dependent on many parameters including the dielectric permittivity
of the metal, the nanoparticle size, and the intrinsic quantum yield of
UCNPs, especially the distance and excitation wavelength43,44. The
effects (2, 3) arise from variation of the radiative and non-radiative
processes of upconversion luminescence via near-field interaction
between UCNPs and metal nanoparticles44. These effects result in
either facilitating radiation to the far field (i.e. emission lumin-
escence) or the energy transfer process of UCNPs to the metal sur-
face45. The NRET process between UCNPs and metal nanoparticles

can enhance non-radiative decay rate and reduce the quantum yield
of UCNPs, resulting in the reduced luminescence intensity42. NRET
depends mainly on distance between UCNPs and metal nanoparti-
cles and is independent of the excitation wavelength25. Therefore,
when UCNPs are in very close proximity with AuNRs-980 surface
(for example ,2 nm), NRET dominates, which results in relatively
weak fluorescence. As the distance increases, the LFE effect becomes
significant, contributing to the enhancement of fluorescence intens-
ity46. The emission intensity reaches maximum at an optimal dis-
tance of about 8 nm. The fluorescence intensity reduces gradually
with further increase in distance, accompanying with gradually
reduced electric field (Fig. 3f). When the distance is increased to
,18 nm, the fluorescence intensity of UCNPs enhanced by
AuNRs is comparable to that of the bare UCNPs employed as ref-
erence. At such large distance from the surface of AuNRs, electric
field intensity is insignificant, causing no observable enhancement of
upconversion emission from UCNPs.

Spectra-dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence analysis of
upconversion nanoparticles. In addition to the study of distance-
dependent upconversion luminescence, we systematically investigated
the influence of LSPR wavelength of AuNRs on upconversion
luminescence (the relationship between LSPR wavelength of AuNRs
and excitation wavelength of UCNPs). Representative TEM images of
AuNRs with three different aspect ratios are shown in Fig. 4a–c. The
average diameters of the AuNRs are about 14.1 6 1.7, 14.0 6 1.5 and
14.7 6 1.8 nm, while the average lengths are about 105.5 6 20.2, 86.6
6 10.7 and 64.4 6 7.3 nm, corresponding to aspect ratio of 7.6 6 1.9,
6.3 6 1.0 and 4.5 6 0.8, respectively (Supplementary Fig. S4 and
Supplementary Table S2). Meanwhile, the simulated results of
electric field surrounding the surface of AuNRs are shown as inset
graph in Fig. 4a–c. The LSPR wavelength red-shifts with increase in
aspect ratio of AuNRs. The LSPR wavelength of the AuNRs with aspect
ratio of 7.6, 6.3 and 4.5 measured in water is 1075, 1010, and 830 nm,
respectively (Supplementary Fig. S5). The corresponding LSPR
wavelengths of the AuNRs measured in air are 980, 915 and 735 nm
(Fig. 4d). The significant blue shift (,95 nm, Supplementary Table S1)
in the LSPR of AuNRs from water to air is due to the different effective
refractive index of the medium around AuNRs47.

In our experiments, the optimized dielectric spacer distance of
8 nm was employed for the preparation of samples. The fluorescence
spectra of UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-enhanced fluorescence sys-
tem under 980 nm laser excitation are shown in Fig. 4e. We observed
a significant dependence of plasmon-enhanced fluorescence intens-
ity on the LSPR wavelength of the AuNRs. Compared with the ref-
erence (bare UCNPs), UCNPs plasmon-enhanced by AuNRs-980
and AuNRs-915 are found to have stronger fluorescence emission.
Meanwhile, no significant enhancement of UCNPs emission is
observed for AuNR-735 (Fig. 4f). The enhancement factors reach
22.6, 12.0 and 1.1 for UCNPs enhanced by AuNRs-980, AuNRs-
915 and AuNRs-735 at 540 nm green emission, respectively
(Fig. 4f). In the case of AuNRs-980, the maximum fluorescence
emission is achieved. When the LSPR wavelength of the AuNRs-
980 almost overlaps with the excitation of UCNPs (980 nm,
Fig. 4d), the energy is efficiently collected by the AuNRs and trans-
ferred from the plasmon nanostructure to the electrons of UCNPs,
which leads to an increase in the absorption cross-section of the
UCNPs (Fig. 4d)34. Partial match of the LSPR wavelength of
AuNRs-915 with the excitation of UCNPs (Fig. 4d) contributes to
a 12.0-fold enhancement of fluorescence intensity as compared with
the reference. In the case of AuNRs-735, the LSPR wavelength is far
away from the excitation wavelength of UCNPs which leads to neg-
ligible fluorescence enhancement.

We simulated electric field intensity surrounding the three kinds
of single AuNRs (Fig. 4f, black curve) by FDTD simulation. For
AuNRs-980, AuNRs-915 and AuNRs-735, the electric field intensity

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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reduced gradually, which is in good agreement with the experimental
results of the fluorescence intensity, confirming the electric field
coupling effect of AuNRs and UCNPs. In fact, multiple nanorods
may alter the spectral characteristics of UCNPs. This could be attrib-
uted to the difference in the intensity of electric field between single
and multiple AuNRs, whereas the change in electric field intensity
will not alert the mechanism underline electric field enhanced lumin-
escence intensity. In our experiments, the distribution of AuNRs on
silicon slides is random (Fig. 3c), including side-by-side, head-to-
head and even disorganized. The dielectric and cluster of AuNRs
have great influence on electric field intensity, while not the electric
field distribution. For example, we simulated two special arrange-
ments of AuNRs on polymer surface: side-by-side and head-to-head.
Our simulated results demonstrated that the distribution of electric
field is similar to the individual AuNRs (Supplementary Fig. S6).
Therefore, simulation of the electric field surrounding a single
AuNR is able to reveal the distance dependent plasmonic enhance-
ment process. To check the influence of dielectric layers, we simu-
lated and compared the distribution of electric field surrounding
AuNRs in air (Fig. 4a–c) and in polymer (Supplementary Fig. S7
and Supplementary Fig. S8). We found that the distribution of elec-
tric field was also similar when dielectric permittivity surrounding
AuNRs was changed.

Fluorescence lifetime analysis. To further confirm the plasmon-
enhanced effect on upconversion luminescence, we measured
time-resolved upconversion fluorescence lifetimes under a 980 nm
pulse laser excitation. The rise and decay time of the green emission
at 540 nm from UCNPs enhanced by AuNRs-980 with spacer
thickness of 8 nm (PEFS) and bare UCNPs (Ref.) are shown in
Fig. 5a, b. Since the rise and decay time of the fluorescence cannot
be fitted as mono-exponential, we determined the rise and decay time

by half of its maximal value following literature24,42. Compared with
UCNPs without plasmon enhancement effect (black curve in
Fig. 5a), UCNPs with AuNRs-980 enhancement (red curve in
Fig. 5a) revealed a significant decrease in the rise time from t 5

303.6 ms to t 5 220.5 ms. This decrease in rise time is consistent
with plasmon enhancement, which originates from an increased
excitation rate of Yb31 due to the coupling of the LSPR absorption
of wavelength AuNRs-980 and excitation of UCNPs24,44. The rate of
energy transfer from Yb31 to Er31 ions also increases (seen the energy
level scheme, Supplementary Fig. S3), which is reflected by a shorter
rise time in the UCNPs33. Therefore, there is a significant increase in
the excitation efficiency resulting in enhanced upconversion
luminescence48. Meanwhile, the decrease in decay time from t 5

186.9 ms (black curve in Fig. 5b) to t 5 141.3 ms (red curve in
Fig. 5b) is also observed, which could be attributed to an increase in
the radiative rate in Er31 emitters within UCNPs having an optimum
distance of 8 nm from the AuNRs-980 plasmon nanostructure34. The
lifetime as a function of the thickness of polyelectrolyte multilayers
and AuNRs longitudinal LSPR wavelength are shown in Fig. 5c, d. As
the thickness of the polyelectrolyte multilayers increases, the
upconversion luminescence rise and decay time decrease, reaching a
minimum at a distance of 8 nm (Fig. 5c), corresponding to the
maximum luminescence intensity (Fig. 3e). A further increase
in the thickness results in increased rise and decay time. To show
the effect of AuNRs longitudinal LSPR wavelength on the intensity
of upconversion luminescence, we plotted the rise time and the decay
time against AuNRs with different LSPR wavelengths. The minimum
rise time and decay time were observed with LSPR wavelength at
980 nm, which has a largest overlap with the excitation of UCNPs.
The analysis indicates the fluorescence enhancement by AuNRs can
be explained by the co-effect of the rise time and decay time resulting
from local field enhancement and surface plasmon-coupled emission.

Figure 4 | Spectra-dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence analysis of UCNPs. TEM images of AuNRs with different aspect ratios: (a) 7.6 (AuNRs-

980); (b) 6.3 (AuNRs-915); (c) 4.5 (AuNRs-735); the inset in (a–c) showing simulated electric field surrounding AuNRs. (d) UV-Vis-NIR extinction

spectra of UCNPs, AuNRs-980, AuNRs-915 and AuNRs-735 on silicon substrate. The maximum overlap of extinction wavelength between the UCNPs

and AuNRs-980 facilitates optimal plasmon fluorescence enhancement. (e) Fluorescence spectra of UCNPs deposited on AuNRs-980, AuNRs-915 and

AuNRs-735 spaced by four polyelectrolyte bilayers with the distance of about 8 nm; (f) Correlation of different aspect ratios of the AuNRs to the

fluorescence intensity (red line) and electric field intensity (black line).
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Analysis of penetration depth. To test the penetration capacity of
plasmon-enhanced upconversion fluorescence, we performed in
vitro upconversion fluorescence imaging using homogeneous
nylon panel as tissue phantom. Nylon phantom was chosen
because of its similar scattering properties as the tissues49.
Schematic design of the setup used for UCNPs/Spacers/AuNRs
imaging in tissue phantom with different thickness is shown in
Fig. 6a. Upconversion luminescence graph in pseudo-color form
for UCNPs enhanced by AuNRs-980 with spacer thickness of
8 nm (PEFS, top part) and bare UCNPs (Ref., bottom part) is
shown in Fig. 6b. We also quantified the relationship between
penetration depth (i.e., phantom thickness) and fluorescence
intensity (Fig. 6c). Fluorescence imaging results show that the
fluorescence intensity for both PEFS and Ref. samples decreases
with increasing penetration depth. The maximum penetration for
UCNPs with AuNRs enhancement reaches up to 7.5 mm, while that
of UCNPs without AuNRs enhancement is about 5.0 mm. The
experimental results may lay the essential groundwork for
exploration the applications in deeper tissue imaging of the novel
ultrabright upconversion luminescence bullets.

Discussion
In comparison with other methods, fluorescence imaging by using
fluorescent nanoparticles as probes is a non-destructive, high spatial

resolution and high sensitivity modality for biomedical imaging3.
Among various fluorescent nanoparticles, UCNPs are able to convert
near infrared (NIR, i.e. 980 nm) excitation to visible emission ren-
dering their capability for deep tissue imaging. Despite the attractive
optical superiority offered by UCNPs, the development of wide-
spread bioapplications has been limited due to low quantum yield
(,1%) and the resulting low fluorescence intensity. Placing UCNPs
in proximity to plasmon nanostructures can efficiently concentrate
electric field into nano-volume, which has been suggested as poten-
tial means for achieving enhanced fluorescence intensity of UCNPs.
However, the major challenge is to establish an effective method to
study the effect of the distance and spectra properties on fluorescence
properties of UCNPs in a reliable and precise manner. To meet this
need, it is necessary to develop a UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-
enhanced fluorescence system by a simple and reproducible immer-
sion-based method and evaluate the tissue penetration capacity of
the system for biomedical imaging applications.

The luminescence enhancement is found to be strongly dependent
upon both the thickness of the spacers and the spectra property of
AuNRs. Polyelectrolyte multilayers are served as dielectric spacers to
modulate the distance between UCNPs and AuNRs with nm-pre-
cision. It is demonstrated that a significant upconversion enhance-
ment could be observed with the distance of 8 nm. By precisely
tuning the LSPR wavelength of AuNRs, it is demonstrated that

Figure 5 | Fluorescence lifetime analysis. (a) Rise time and (b) decay time curve of upconversion luminescence for UCNPs in combination with AuNRs-

980 plasmon-enhancement spaced by 8 nm thickness of polyelectrolyte multilayers (PEFS, red curve) and bare UCNPs as reference (Ref., black curve).

(c) Rise time (black curve) and decay time (red curve) as a function of the thickness of polyelectrolyte multilayers, which was plasmon-enhanced by

AuNRs-980. (d) Rise time (black curve) and decay time (red curve) as a function of different aspect ratios of AuNRs, which was spaced by 8 nm thickness

of polyelectrolyte multilayers. All the data were measured at 540 nm emission under 980 nm laser excitation. PEFS referred to UCNPs in combination

with AuNRs-980 plasmon-enhancement spaced by 8 nm thickness of polyelectrolyte multilayers. And Ref. referred to barely UCNPs without AuNRs

plasmon enhancement.
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maximum overlapping of the LSPR wavelength with the excitation of
UCNPs leads to most noticeable fluorescence enhancement. The
experimental results are in good agreement with computational elec-
tric field simulations confirming the electric field coupling effect of
AuNRs with UCNPs.

In conclusion, a maximum upconversion enhancement of up to
22.6-fold has been achieved when the thickness of spacers is 8 nm
and the LSPR absorption wavelength of AuNRs overlap with excita-
tion of UCNPs. The underlying mechanism can be explained by the
combined effects of enhancement in the excitation of Yb31 (sens-
itizer) and increase in radiative decay rate of Er31 (emitter) of the
UCNPs as evidenced by time-resolved upconversion luminescence
measurements. Thus, the design criteria may provide a unique plat-
form for fabrication of plasmon-enhanced upconversion nano-
structures and lay the groundwork for a novel class of hybrid
nanoprobes for a wide variety of biomedical imaging, biolabeling,
detection and even real-time monitoring applications.

Methods
Synthesis of UCNPs and UCNPs-PAA nanoparticles. Firstly, NaYF4:Yb,Er
nanoparticles were prepared by thermal decomposition procedure50. Briefly, the rare
earth chlorides including YCl3 (0.80 mmol), YbCl3 (0.18 mmol) and ErCl3
(0.02 mmol) were dissolved in 2 mL distilled water by sonication to form a
homogeneous solution. Then, the above solution was added to a mixed solvent of

15 mL octadecene (ODE) and 6 mL oleic acid (OA) in a 100 mL three-necked flask
followed by magnetic stirring for 30 min. The slurry was heated to 150uC in a
temperature-controlled electromantle to form a transparent, slightly yellow and
homogeneous solution under the protection of high purified Argon gas at a rate of
10uC/min, and then cooled down to ambient temperature naturally. Next, 5 mL
methanol solution with a certain amount of NaOH (2.5 mmol) and NH4F (4 mmol)
was dropped to the flask and stirred for 2 h. The mixture was then gradually heated to
100uC to remove excessive methanol and oxygen by maintained at this temperature
for 30 min, and then heated to 280uC at an average rate of 20uC/min and maintained
at 280uC for 1.5 h under the protection of argon. After the solution gradually cooled
down, the resultant mixture was precipitated from the solution with an excess amount
of ethanol, and washed with ethanol: cyclohexane (151) mixture for three times. A
typical ligand-exchange process was performed by using PAA which can substitute
the original hydrophobic ligands such as OA and ODE on the surface of as-prepared
UCNPs. After PAA coating, the final product was stored in water at 4uC for the
further use.

Preparation of CTAB-coated gold nanorods. AuNRs with different aspect ratios
were synthesized by seed-mediated growth method with positive-charged
hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) as stabilizing agents. The seed
solution was achieved by adding 0.6 mL of a 10 mmol ice-cold NaBH4 solution into a
10 mL of another mixture including 0.1 M CTAB and 0.25 mmol HAuCl4 aqueous
solution, and stirred magnetically for 10 min. The growth solution was achieved by
adding 95 mL of 0.1 M CTAB, 1.0 mL of 10 mmol AgNO3, 5 mL of 10 mmol
HAuCl4, and 0.55 mL of 0.1 M ascorbic acid in the order. Then 0.12 mL of newly
prepared seed solution was mixed with the growth solution. After a gentle mixing, the
mixture was kept in dark for 16 h to obtain AuNRs with the aspect ratio of 4.5. The
AuNRs with aspect ratio of 7.6 and 6.3 were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Finally,

Figure 6 | Upconversion penetration assay with nylon phantoms. (a) Schematic illustration of the setup used for novel UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-

enhanced fluorescence system imaging in tissue phantom. The digital camera was used to detect the emission from the samples coved by phantoms

with different thickness under the excitation of 980 nm. (b) Upconversion luminescence photos in pseudo-color form for the penetration capacity of

UCNPs deposited on AuNRs-980 spaced by 8 nm thickness of polyelectrolyte multilayers (top part) and bare UCNPs (bottom part) with different

thickness phantoms. (c) Quantitative analysis of the relationship between the radiance and penetration depth.
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AuNRs were centrifuged at 10000 rpm for 15 min twice to removing the excess
CTAB stabilizer and re-dispersed in distilled water.

Fabrication process of a novel UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-enhanced
fluorescence system with layer-by-layer self-assembly methods. As shown
schematically in Fig. 1a, the novel UCNPs and AuNRs plasmon-enhanced
fluorescence system was prepared according to the following procedure. Firstly,
silicon slides were cut into rectangle shape with the size of 20 3 20 mm2 and
immersed into a piranha solution for 40 min. Then, the substrates were rinsed with
DI water for three times. A positive charged AuNRs coating was attached onto
pretreated negatively charged silicon substrates. Polyelectrolyte of positively charged
PAH (1 mM, Mw 5 15000 g/mol) and negatively charged PSS (1 mM, Mw 5

13400 g/mol) were dissolved in 0.1 M sodium chloride to form a homogeneous
solution. Then polyelectrolyte multilayers were assembled alternatively for 15 min
using the immersion-based layer-by-layer self-assembly procedure. The process was
repeated to obtain desired numbers of polyelectrolyte multilayers. Finally, following
the deposition of polyelectrolyte multilayers terminated with a positively charged
PAH layer, we electrostatically adsorbed the negatively charged UCNPs-PAA from
an aqueous solution onto the polyelectrolyte surface. After each of the deposition
steps, the substrates were washed thoroughly with distilled water and dried by N2

atmosphere flow. In this paper, the distance-dependent plasmon-enhanced
fluorescence was investigated by changing the thickness of polyelectrolyte layers as
tunable spacers with AuNRs/Polyelectrolytes/UCNPs trilayer structures (Fig. 1b).
And the spectra-dependent plasmon-enhanced fluorescence was also performed by
changing the aspect ratio of AuNRs (Fig. 1c).

Demonstration of plasmon-enhanced fluorescence system in deep-tissue imaging.
To demonstrate the penetration capacity of plasmon-enhanced fluorescence system,
we performed a nylon phantom experiment. A series of thickness of the phantom
including 5.0, 7.5 and 10.0 mm were chosen and then cut into the size of 20 3

20 mm2. The digital camera (Nikon D90) was used to detect the emission from the
samples coved by phantoms with different thicknesses under the excitation of 980 nm
laser (Fig. 6a). The data were collected for 30 sec. The same experiment was repeated
for three times.

Structural, physical and optical characterization. TEM images were taken on a
JEOL JEM 2100 microscope at an accelerating voltage of 200 kV. SEM observation
was performed on a JSM-6700F field emission SEM operating at 10 kV. The as-
prepared UCNPs powder was characterized on an XRD-7000 diffractometer with a
Cu Ka radiation. A Nano-ZS90 Zeta Sizer was used to determine zeta potentials of
UCNPs and AuNRs. AFM was performed using a DI Innova AFM (Bruker) in light
tapping mode. Optical absorption spectra were recorded using a UV-3600 UV-Vis-
NIR absorption spectrophotometer. Upconversion fluorescent spectrum was
measured via QuantaMasterTM40 spectrofluorometer equipped with a 250 mW
980 nm NIR laser diode. Fluorescence lifetime measurements were recorded on an
FLsp920 spectrofluorometer (Edinburgh) with 980 nm laser light as the excitation
source, which is a time-gated method compatible with the long lifetime of UCNPs.
Upconversion luminescence images were achieved by a camera for 30 sec under the
excitation for the tissue penetration depth test.

Finite-difference time-domain simulation. The distribution of the electric field
around AuNRs was calculated by three-dimensional FDTD method with commercial
software. FDTD simulations indicated spatial and temporal dependence of Maxwell’s
equations to model electromagnetic waves in rectangular three-dimensional cells of
finite volume called Yee cells. The single AuNR with different aspect ratios was
performed in a numerical domain of 300 3 300 3 200 nm3. The absorbing boundary
conditions of perfectly matched layer were obtained in different directions. Further, a
higher resolution simulation was performed at a 980 nm extinction wavelength to
obtain the distribution of electric field. The refractive index of AuNRs was set as n 5

0.18 1 4.96 i at this frequency, and the refractive index of surrounding medium was
equal to 1 as air.
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